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Acknowledgment

This country always has been, and always will be
Aboriginal land. 

We acknowledge the connection to these lands,
waterways and skies that Aboriginal people have

held for time immemorial and pay respects to their
leaders.

 We also acknowledge ngā iwi Māori as the
Tangata Whenua of

Aotearoa and work to uphold the Treaty of
Waitangi. 



About Me
Not a psychologist... and that is ok!
Have worked on a number of mental
health strategies throughout my ten
years in the safety field
I have always had help and expertise
alongside me
I get frustrated at the discourse that
surrounds mental health strategies... 

---

                This is a safe place!



Why did I start PSS?



My ikigai

To support.

What do I
love?

What does
the world

need?

What am I
good at?

What can I
be paid to

do?



But enough about me...



Why are you here?





Why you should care...



Beyond legislation
You are likely in a people and/or leadership position, and a robust mental health strategy
is focused on the needs of its people
It has been proven time and time again that improved psychosocial safety standards and
a flourishing team has significant benefits in relation to:

sales; 
culture;
retention;
absenteeism;
productivity;
and so on!

More than that, it is the right thing to do.

Put the H back inWHS.



The mental health continuum

(Mental Health Matters n.d.)



Understanding stress

(Comninos 2024)



Relationship of psych
hazards to injury outcomes

(Worksafe QLD 2022)



Where to start...



Building a strategy
How will you consult? 
How will you consider your unknown unknowns?
How will you make your mental health strategy recognisable?
What values of your business align to (or could  be aligned to) psych safety?

The systematic approach to preventing harm and supporting recovery:

(Safe Work Australia 2019)



Understand your baseline
An external review is a great place to start - there are so many companies out there who are well-
equipped to support (note - do your research!) and, if your budget doesn’t allow it, try one of the many
free tools available online  
Remember, you don’t need to be a psychologist to understand risk, but I would always recommend
utilising an organisational psychologist or psychiatrist where you can to further understand the risks we
are referring to today

(People at Work 2023)



Understanding your baseline
Do you have a risk register?
Does your risk assessment tool consider psychosocial risks?
Does your inspection template consider psychosocial risks?
What are your goals and how do you measure success (and thereby your current status)?
What wellbeing support do you currently provide employees?

Do they know about those support offerings?
How many psych-related incidents have you had in the last three years?
How many psych claims have you had in the last three years?  
Do HR and H&S share complaints relating to bullying/harassment/overload?
Do you offer an EAP service? 

What is your utilisation %?
How does that compare to others in your industry?
What is the work-relatedness of EAP engagement?
Does it even matter?!



Then what?



Consult & Control



Common risks:
Job demands (both high and low)
Low job control
Low role clarity
Traumatic events
Harassment/bullying

Define your risks:
Retail/healthcare/hospitality: occupational violence
Casualised workforce: uncertainty around job security
Manufacturing: shift work
Social work: emotional drain

Remember - some stress
is good!

Risk identification

(Bakker and Demerouti 2007)



Remember - safety professionals control risks every day - don’t overcomplicate this...

Risk control

(NIOSH 2020)



Incident response
Mental health first aid vs psychological first aid - it can be an unhelpful discourse
The principles of psychological first aid are endorsed by the Red Cross and the World
Health Organisation and are cheap to implement - so it is a great way to improve
leadership capacity 

(Red Cross n.d.)

IT IS: something that anyone with the appropriate training can use to help calm a
person in distress and support their recovery



Psychological First Aid

(Red Cross n.d.)



A case study...
Two cohorts of leaders:

Group one were afraid to ask ‘R U OK?’ in case someone said ‘no’
Group two were taking on far too much of their staff’s concerns (answering distress calls on
the weekends, picking them up from the city etc)

The principles of psychological first aid allowed the organisation to address both cohorts 

Improved retentionImproved productivity
Improved culture 

survey results Saved lives



Culture Survey Adjustments
Consider whether your survey assesses all elements of the job demands-resources model:

Emotional demands;
Cognitive demands (mental effort);
Time demands;
Physical demands;
Demands associated with organisational change; and
Demands caused by a lack of organisational justice

Low scores could indicate a risk of burnout or psychological strain

(Hossan et al 2022)



A cheat sheet

Some of the key recommendations we regularly implement to improve the mental health of
organisations:

Data-led decision-making... Are you currently reporting on mental health outcomes/trends in your
environments?
Induction/awareness training for all staff
A mental health oversight/steering committee that includes senior leadership and, if possible,
external expertise
A committee that consults with all levels of your organisation
An incident review process which is used to inform the prevention of future events



A cheat sheet (continued)...

Some of the key recommendations we regularly implement to improve the mental health of
organisations:

Business-wide wellbeing initiatives including visible leadership participation (yoga gets a bad
name... but there is value if it is part of a broader meaningful strategy)
External partnerships with recognisable brands - Black Dog, Beyond Blue, Regulators, Ministry of
Health NZ etc
Strong promotion of EAP - it can’t just be a poster!
Leader education and support (psychological first aid)
Empathetic, human leadership - don’t be afraid to show a bit of yourself



Some final tips...
Once you understand your staff’s commentary, and you have considered the
results of the psych risk assessment, be sure to act quickly, effectively and publicly
- be proud of your strategy!

Evolve, constantly and transparently:
The strategy is a living, breathing, accessible document, never stagnant and
never in a drawer! 
Empathy, honesty and transparency will help you build an effective strategy.
Think about your COVID Safe Plans and the trust built with staff through such
an open, accessible approach



Thank you.

Any questions?



w: psychsafesolutions.com.au
e: conor@psychsafesolutions.com.au

p: +61 451 771 418

Contact

10% of all profits from Psychosocial Safety Solutions is
invested in Beyond Blue, supporting the mental health of

those in need.

https://www.beyondblue.org.au/

